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The conjugate space of a maximal full algebra of operator fields is charac- 
terized as a space of vector-valued regular Bore1 measures and consequently 
a non-commutative analog of the theory of interpolation is developed in this 
C*-algebra setting. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of algebras of operators on a Hilbert space, most of 
the effort has been directed toward those algebras which are self- 
adjoint. However, in recent years important strides have also been 
made in the study of algebras that are not necessarily self-adjoint. 
For example, see Kadison and Singer’s work on triangular operator 
algebras [ 151, or Arveson’s work on analyticity in operator algebras [ 11. 
The study of nonself-adjoint operator algebras is certainly well 
motivated. Indeed, in the work of Kolmogoroff [17] and Weiner [22] 
on the prediction of second order stationary stochastic processes, and 
in the work of Helson and Lowdenslager [12] on function theory, 
certain theorems about matrix-valued analytic functions play an 
essential part. Moreover, the general theory of a single operator on 
a finite-dimensional space rests on an analysis of the polynomials in 
that operator and has nothing to do with the *-operation. Notice 
that these examples (as well as many others of nonself-adjoint 
operator algebras) are algebras of operators that are in some sense 
analytic. This suggests that it may be possible to develop a non- 
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commutative analog of the theory of function algebras, since the 
theory of function algebras is inextricably interwoven with the 
theory of analytic functions. 
In this paper we develop a noncommutative analog of an important 
area of function algebras, namely, the theory of interpolation. 
Specifically, we extend to a C*-algebra setting many results about 
peak sets and interpolation due to Bishop, Glicksberg, Gamelin, etc.; 
consequently, we get as corollaries such classical results as the Rudin- 
Carleson theorem and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. The extension 
of results on interpolation to a C*-algebra setting is certainly 
appropriate, for interpolation theorems are in a sense Stone- 
Weierstrass type theorems and they have attracted a lot of interest 
among mathematicians working in C*-algebras. 
In Section 2 we study a C*-algebra under the strict topology, and 
we generalize and improve several well-known results about bounded 
linear functionals. It is in this section that we develop the basic 
tools used to push through our generalizations. In Section 3 we 
characterize the conjugate space of a maximal full algebra of operator 
fields and consequently, in Section 4, we are able to extend into 
this C*-algebra setting the results about peak sets and interpolation. 
For basic theory and terminology, we refer the reader to [6, 7, 181. 
2. THE STRICT TOPOLOGY 
Throughout this section, A will denote some fixed C*-algebra 
and T will denote some fixed topological space. We shall assume 
that there exists a map E -+ I(E) of the collection of all closed sets 
E _C T into the collection of all closed two-sided ideals I(E) of A that 
satisfies: I(T) = 0; I(4) = A; I(E n F) = I(E) + I(F) (it follows 
from [6, 1.8.4, p. 181 that the two-sided ideal I(E) + I(F) is closed); 
I(E u F) = I(E) n 1(F). It is well known that there exists a positive 
increasing approximate identity for A that is uniformly bounded by 1; 
so if {e,J is an approximate identity for A we will automatically 
assume that ]I e, ]j < 1. For each closed set E C T, we define the BE 
(strict) topology for A to be that locally convex topology (not 
necessarily Hausdorff) generated by the seminorms (ha)asl(E) and 
(P&.~(~) , where h,(x) = 11 ax (I and p,(x) = 11 xa (I for each x in A. 
The algebra A under the jgE topology will be denoted (A, BE) and 
we denote its dual by (A, SE)*. Notice that the SE topology is weaker 
than the norm topology and, therefore, as sets (A, /3J* _C A*. For 
basic concepts of the strict topology, we refer the reader to [4, 20, 211. 
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Let f be a linear functional in the norm dual of A (denoted by A*) 
and let x E A. We define the bounded linear functionals x *f and 
f . x by the formulas x . f ( y) = f ( yx) and f * x(y) = f (xy) for each y 
in A. The first theorem of this section is an improved version of 
[21, Theorem 2.1, p. 6431. S ince the improved version is critical 
to our work, we shall include a proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f b e a bounded positive linear functional on A 
and let 6 > 0. Then there exists a bounded positive linear functional g 
on A, Ilf - g II < 6, and an x E A, 11 x (I < 1, such that f = x * g * x*. 
Consequently, A* = {x.f.y:x,yEA,fEA*}. 
Proof. By virtue of [18, Theorem 4.514, p. 2191, f is repre- 
sentable; that is, there exists a Hilbert space II, a continuous 
*-representation x --f R, of A on H, and a topologically cyclic vector 
h, in H such that f(x) = (RJz,, , h,) for all x in A. Let {en} be an 
approximate identity for A. Since h, = lim Rzn(h,) for some sequence 
{xn} of elements in A, we can easily show that lim R,*ho = h, . Due 
to the fact that H is an A-module in the sense of [13, Definition 2.1, 
p. 1471, we have by the Cohen-Hewitt factorization theorem [13, 
Theorem 2.5, p. 1511 that there exists an h, E H, 11 h, - h, 11 < 
Q-41,2(11 4, II + a)), an d an x E A, 11 x II < 1, such that h, = R,h, . 
Define g on A by the formula g(y) = (R,h, , h,) for each y in A and 
note that g is a positive linear functional in A* such that f = x . g * x*. 
We now need to show that Ilf - g (I < 6. Let y be an element of 
the unit ball of A. Then 
If(Y) -ml = Ivwb - h3, &I) - (WI 9 h, - h)l 
G II R, II II 4 - h, II II 4, II + II 8, II II h, II II h, - h II < 8. 
Hence 1) f - g II < 6. 
Now assume that f is any element in A*. Since f can be expressed 
as a finite linear combination of positive linear functionals in A*, 
we see that lim e, . f = lim f * e, = fin the uniform topology. Hence, 
by [13, Theorem 2.5, p. 1511, there exist elements x and y in A 
and a linear functional g in A* such that f = x * g * y and our proof 
is complete. 
LEMMA 2.2. If x andy are elements in A such that II x II > (I y I), then 
II x + Y II2 < II x II2 + 2(ll qJ* II + II x*r II). 
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Proof. By virtue of the triangle inequality and [21, Lemma 3.3, 
p. 6401, it follows that 
Hence, our proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is BE continuous; 
(2) llfll = Ilf I V)II; 
(3) f = a *g - b for some a, b in I(E) and g in A*. 
Consequently, (A, BE)* can be identified under the natural mapping as 
a closed subspace of A*. 
Proof. Let {eA} be a positive approximate identity for I(E). Then 
for each x in A, e,x ---f x in the BE topology; therefore, since 
11 ehx II < II x 11, the unit ball of I(E) is pE dense in the unit ball of A. 
It follows that if f is p, continuous, then 11 f II = 11 f 1 I(E)& 
It is clear that (3) implies (1) and it is straightforward to show 
that (A, BE)* is a closed subspace of A*. Therefore, to complete the 
proof, we will show that (2) implies (3). Assume (2) holds. By virtue 
of Theorem 2.1 and the Hahn-Banach theorem there exist elements 
a, b in I(E) and a linear functional g in A* such that f 1 I(E) = 
a ’ g - b I I(E). Since a * g . b is jgE continuous, we have 11 a - g * b I/ = 
11 a * g * b / I(E)II. Letf’ = f - a *g * b and let E > 0. Then choose an 
element y in A, II y 11 < 1, so that /If’ II < IIf’(y + c/3. Next, choose 
an element x in I(E), 1 > 11 x 11 3 11 y 11, so that 11 a *g * b 11 < 
I a *g * b(x)] + e/3. Finally, choose e, from our approximate identity 
so that I a -g - b((1 - eJy(1 - e,))j < e/3, II x - xe, 11 < (1 - II x 1j2)/4, 
and 11 x* - x*e, 11 < (1 - 11 x l12)/4. Let y1 = (1 - eh) y(1 - e,J and 
then set z = 01x + uy, , where OL = Ia-g-b(x)l/a-g*b(x) and 
u = 1 f ‘(y)l/f’(y). Observe that II xyl* 11 and 11 x*yl II are less than 
(1 - 11 x /j2)/4. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
II z II2 d II x II2 + 4(1 - II x II”)/4 = 1. 
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Since f’ 1 I(E) = 0, it follows that 
Since E was chosen arbitrarily, II f’ 1) = 0. Hence, f = a . g * b and 
our proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let f be a BE continuous positive linear functional 
on A and let S > 0. Then there exists a rBE continuous positive linear 
functional g on A, 11 f - g 1) < 6, and an u EI(E), )I a 11 < 1, such 
thatf = u.g.u*. 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.1 and the Hahn-Banach theorem 
there exists a bounded positive linear functional h on A and an 
element c inI( II c 11 < 1, such thatf I I(E) = c . h . c* 1 I(E); there- 
fore, f = c . h * c*, since II f - c.h.c*II=Il(f-c.h.c*)II(E)Ij=O 
by Corollary 2.3. By [13, Theorem 2.5, p. 1511 there exist elements 
a, b in I(E) such that 1) a (I < 1, II b - c II < S/3 II h 11, and c = ub. 
Now define g = b . h * b*. It is clear that g is a fie continuous positive 
linear functional on A such that f = a . g . a*. Moreover, 
Ilf-ggl=/Ic.h.c*-b.h.b*II 
= 11 c - h - (c - b)* + (c - b) . h . (b - c)* + (c - b) * h . c* II 
< 3/l h II II c - b II < 6 
and our proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let f be a bounded linear functional on I(E). 
Then there exists a unique pE continuous linear functional f’ on A such 
that f’ I I(E) = f. F ur th ermore, if f is positive on I(E), then f’ is 
positive on A. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and the Hahn-Banach theorem we have 
f = a * g I I(E) for some a E I(E) and g E A*. Since a . g is #IE con- 
tinuous and I(E) is pE d ense in A, the linear functional f’ = a . g 
satisfies our first assertion. Now let {eA} be an approximate identity 
for I(E). Since (e,x)*(e& + x*x in the BE topology for each x in A, 
it follows that f’ is positive on A whenever f is positive on I(E). 
Hence our proof is complete. 
The next result extends [6, 12.3.4, p. 2451. 
.580/10/2-3 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let f be a fie continuous linear functional on A. 
Then there exists a unique decomposition f = g+ - g- + i(h+ - h-), 
where g+, g-, h +, h- are ,!3e continuous positive linear functionals on A 
such that llg+ - g-l = II g+ II + II g- II andI h+ - h- II = II h+ II + II h- II. 
Proof. It is well known that there exists a unique decomposition 
f = g + ih, where g and h are hermitian bounded linear functionals 
on A. Moreover, it is easy to show that g and h are pE continuous. 
Therefore, we may assume that f is hermitian. By virtue of Corol- 
lary 2.3, Corollary 2.5, and [6, 12.3.4, p. 2451, there exists a unique 
decomposition f = g+ - g-, where gf and g- are PE continuous 
positive linear functionals on A such that II( g+ - g-) / I(E = 
II g+ I WI + II g- I W)II. H owever, by Corollary 2.3, /I g+ - g- 11 = 
IIC g+ - g-1 I 4E)II = II g+ I W)II + II g- I W)II = II g+ II + II g- II and 
therefore our proof is complete. 
The next result is a generalized version of [6, 2.11.7, p. 541. This 
result is for our purposes a more useful way of viewing the decom- 
position of bounded linear functionals on A. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A. Then 
there exists a unique decomposition f = fE + fe, , where fe and fE, are 
bounded linear functionals on A such that fE j I(E) = 0 and fEr 
is /lE continuous; mmeovey, Ilf II = ll fE II + II fEf II and cmsepently 
A* = I( @ (A, ,&)*. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5 there exists a unique BE continuous linear 
functional g on A such that f I I(E) = g ] I(E). Set fe = f - g and 
fEj = g and note by our definition fE I I(E) = 0 and fEt is /I, con- 
tinuous. Suppose f = h, + hET , where h, I I(E) = 0 and h,* is BE 
continuous. Then by Corollary 2.3, I] fE - h, II = 11 fE, - h,, II = 
Il(fE, - b) I I(E)ll = 0. H ence fe = h, , fer = h,t and our decom- 
position is unique. 
Let {e,J be a positive approximate identity for I(E) and let 77 > 0. 
Choose an element y in A, 11 y I] < 1, so that f,(y) > llfE 11 - 7/3. 
Since lIfEI II = lIfEI I VN, we can choose an element x in I(E), 
1 > II x II b IIY IL so that fEp(x) > I] fE* I] - ~/3. Finally, by virtue of 
Corollary 2.3, we can choose e, from our approximate identity so 
that ll(l - eA) -fE, e (1 - eJll < 723, II x - xeA II -=c (1 - II x /12)/4, and 
11 x - e,x 11 < (1 - II x 1]“)/4. Let z = x + (1 - e,) y(1 - eA). It fol- 
lows from Lemma 2.2 that I] z I] < 1 and therefore 
II~II G ivE II + uEr II -am +fE44 + 2d3 
= fE(4 +fEW - (1 - 4 .fEt . (1 - e&9 + 243 < Ilf II + 7. 
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Since 7 was chosen arbitrarily, ]lfl] = llfE 11 + j]fEr I] and our proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A and 
suppose f = fE + fEJ , where fE 1 I(E) = 0 and fEj is BE continuous. 
If f is positive on A, then fE and fEf are positive on A. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Corollary 2.3, 
Corollary 2.7, and [6, 2.11.7, p. 541. 
For each closed set E C T and each f E A* we will let, throughout 
the remainder of this section, fE and fE denote those unique bounded 
linear functionals on A that satisfy the following: 
(a) f =fE+fE,; 
tb) fE I I(E) = 0; 
(c) fEr is BE continuous. 
Note that f + fE and f --t fE ’ are bounded linear maps from A* onto 
I(E)-!- and (A, BE)*, respectively. 
We will now let E and F denote fixed closed subsets of T. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let f E A* and x E A. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(1) (x*f).E =X.fE,(f*X)E =fE.x; 
(2) (x .f)E’ = x .f&, (f * x)E’ = fg * x. 
Proof. Since x - fE ) I(E) = 0 and x * fEt is rBE continuous, it 
follows that (X -f )E = x * fE and (X *f ),p = x * fEf by virtue of the 
uniqueness of the decomposition x . f = (x . f )= + (x . f )Er . Simi- 
larly, (f * x)~ = fE - x and (f . x)p = fEr . x. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A. Then 
the following statements are true: 
(1) fm = (fE)F = (fF)E ; 
(2) fE’r& = (fE’)F’ = (f& ; 
(3) (fE)F’ = (fF9E , (fF)E’ = (fE’)F ; 
(4) fE”F = fE + fF - fm ; 
(5) fE’“F, = fE1 + fF< - fE’r$ * 
Proof. By virtue of Corollary 2.7, 
f = (fE)F + (fE)F’ + (fE’)F + (fE’)P’ 
= (fF)E + (fF)E’ + (fF’)E + (fF’)E’ = fEnF +fE’“F’ = fE”F + fE’nF’ . 
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Suppose for the moment we have already shown that the following 
statements are true: (4 tf&, (f& E ItE n V; U-9 (fib , 
tfdE E WY n (4 A)*; (4 tf& , (f& E ItJJL n (4 BE)*; (4 
tf& > (f&p E (4 /L)*. Th en the assertions will follow from 
repeated applications of Corollary 2.7. Therefore, to complete the 
proof, we need to show (a)-(d) hold. 
By Corollary 2.3, fE* = a * g for some a EI(E) and g E A*. By 
combining Lemma 2.9 with Corollary 2.7, we get (fE*)F = a * gp 
and ( fE*)F* = a * g,’ . Hence 
(hb EWY n (4 Pd* and (fE’)Fr E (4 t?es,,,>** 
Similarly, (fF,)E EI(E)~ n (A, &)* and (fF*)p E (A, p,,,)*. Now let 
x E I(E) and let {e,J be an approximate identity for I(F). Since xeA -+ x 
in the pF topology, (f&(x) = lim( f,&(xeJ = lim fE(xe,J = 0. Hence 
(f&s EI(E)~ n (A, flF)*. Due to the fact that (f& = fE - (f& and 
I(E n F) = I(E) + I(F), (f& E I( n I( _C I(E n F)l. Similarly, 
(fF)Ef E I( n (A, ,Q* and (fF)E EI(E n F)l. Thus, our proof is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A. If 
E C F, then the following statements are true: 
(1) fE = (fE)P = (fF)E ; 
(2) fF, = (fE’)F’ = (fF’)d ; 
(3) (fE)F, = (fde = 0; 
(4) (fF)E’ = (fE’)F = fF - fE * 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 2.10. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let f be a bounded linear functional on A. If 
E n F = 4, then the following statements are true: 
(1) fEnF = Cf.& = (fF)E = 0; 
(2) fCrW =f-fE-fF; 
(3) (f&g = (fF’)E = fE , (fE’)F = (f&t = fF ; 
(4) fB”F = fE + fF ; 
(5) fE’“F’ =f. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 2.10. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let f be a bounded positive linear functional on A. 
If EZF, thenfF >fE andfE* >fp,. 
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Proof. By Corollary 2.8 and Corollary 2.11, fF = ( fF)E + (fF)E# = 
fE + (fF)Er >, fE . Similarly, fE* > fFl and our proof is complete. 
3. THE CONJUGATE SPACE OF A MAXIMAL FULL ALGEBRA 
OF OPERATOR FIELDS 
Let T be a locally compact Hausdorf? space, to each t in which 
corresponds a C*-algebra C, . For different values of t the C, are in 
general unrelated. An operator field (with respect to {C3,,) is a 
function x on T such that x(t) E C, for each t E T. By a full algebra 
of operator fields on T we mean a set C(T) of operator fields x on T 
that satisfy: (i) C(T) is a *-algebra under all of the pointwise algebraic 
operations; (ii) for each x in C(T), the function t ---t (1 x(t)11 is continu- 
ous on T and vanishes at infinity; (iii) for each t, {x(t) : x E C(T)} is 
dense in C, ; (iv) C(T) is complete in the norm 
II x II = sup{II x(t)11 : t E T}. 
Clearly, C(T) is a C*-algebra; hence (iii) could be strengthened to 
the statement that {x(t) : x E C(T)) = Ct . The algebra C, will be 
called the component of C(T) at t. We refer to T as the base space. 
An operator field x is continuous (with respect to C(T)) at to , 
if for each E > 0, there is an element y of C( T) and a neighborhood U 
of t, such that I( x(t) - y(t)11 < E for all t in U. We say that x is 
continuous on T if it is continuous at each point of T. Fell showed 
in [8, Lemma 1.7, p. 2371 that C(T) is a maximal full algebra of 
operator fields if and only if it contains all operator fields x which 
are continuous on T with respect to C(T), and for which t -+ 11 x(t)11 
vanishes at infinity. This property is crucial to our work; so throughout 
this section, C(T) will denote a maximal full algebra of operator 
fields. For basic concepts we refer the reader to [6, pp. 186-222; 
8, pp. 233-2801. 
Let E be a Bore1 subset of T. We will view E as a topological 
subspace of T under the relative topology. By a C(T)*-valued regular 
Bore1 measure P on E, we mean a set function P, defined on the 
Bore1 subsets of E with values in the conjugate space of C(T), that 
satisfies: (i) IL is uniformly countably additive; (ii) if F is a Bore1 
subset of E and E > 0, then there exists an open set U 2 F and a com- 
pact set K C F such that 11 I.L( U) - p(F)11 < e and 11 p(K) - r(F)11 < E. 
For each Bore1 subset F of E the total variation of cr on F, denoted 
by var(p)(F), is defined as var(F)(F) = sup Cy=r II t~@‘&l, where the 
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supremum is taken over finite sequences {F$} of pairwise disjoint 
Bore1 sets with Fi 2 F. The set function p is of bounded total variation 
if var(p)(E) < co. It is straightforward to show that var(y) is a 
nonnegative regular Bore1 measure on E in the usual sense. 
Let E be a closed subset of T and let E’ denote its complement. 
In Section 2 we showed that each linear functional f in C(T)* 
has a unique decomposition f = fE + fE, such that fE E J(E)I and 
fEs E (C(T), /3s)*, where J(E) = {X E C(T) : x 1 E = 01 and fiE is the 
strict topology generated by J(E). Now, for a fixed f in C(T)*, it 
is possible to define the C(T)*- valued set function TV on the collection 
of all subsets of T that are either open or closed by the formula 
r(G) =f,(G an open or closed subset of 7’). 
For closed subsets E, F of Tit is clear that J(E U F) = J(E) n J(F), 
and according to Proposition 3.1, J(E n F) = J(E) + J(F); therefore, 
the map E --t J(E) satisfies the requirements of Section 2, and thus 
results such as Proposition 2.10 are applicable in this setting. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If E and F are closed subsets of T, then 
JP n F) = J(E) + J(F)* 
Proof. Since J(E) + J(F) is a uniformly closed subspace of 
J(E n F) [6, 1.8.4, p. 181, t i will suffice to show that J(E) + J(F) 
is dense in J(E n F). Let x E J(E n F) and E > 0. Since J(E) and 
J(F) are C*-algebras, there exist approximate identities {d,} and (en} 
for J(E) and J(F), respectively, over the same directed set. Now 
let K = {t E T : 11 x(t)11 2 e/4}. It is clear that K is a compact set that 
does not meet E n F. For each t E K, choose a compact neighborhood 
Vl of t that satisfies the following: if t 6 E, then V, does not meet E; 
if t E E, then V, does not meet F. Since { Vf : t E K} is an open cover of 
K and K is compact, there exists a finite subcover Vi1 , VtI ,..., VfO 
of K. By virtue of [6, 10.1.9, p. 1881, it is straightforward to show 
that dA( t) -+ I, and eA( t) -+ I, uniformly on compact subsets of E’ and F’, 
respectively. Therefore there is a h such that I] I, - dA(t)ll < c/2 II x 11 
for t in some Vlti , where V,* n E = 4, and ]I 1, - e,(t)\1 < c/2 II x II 
for t in some V,*, where Vtian F = 4. Since {Vt, , VJtf ,..., Via} covers K 
and I] x(t)11 < e/4 for t E K’, it follows that I] x - d,x - xe, + dhxen II < E 
and our proof is complete. 
For each positive linear functional f on C(T), we will define two 
set functions 0, , A, on the subsets of T into the cone of positive 
functionals on C(T). If S is a subset of T and % is the directed set 
of all open subsets of T containing S under the partial ordering 
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U > I’, whenever U _C V, then the net of positive linear functionals 
{fU 1 U E 4Yj is, by virtue of Corollary 2.13, bounded and decreasing 
and, therefore, has a unique weak* limit point. We formally define 
0, and A, by the following formulas: 
@fWW = &f&)3 x E C(T). (3.1) 
4Gw) = f(x) - @AS’)(x), x E C(T). (3.2) 
Here S’ denotes the complement of S. It is clear that O,(S) and 
At(S) are positive on C(T) and that 
4w = $$fEW, x EC(T), (3-3) 
where d is the directed set of all closed subsets of T under the partial 
ordering E > F whenever E Z F. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f be a bounded positive linear functional on C(T), 
x an element in C(T), E a closed subset of T, and S any subset of T. 
Then the following statements are true: 
(1) @f(S) = @jE(S) + @&q; 
(2) O,.,.,*(S) = x * O,(S) * x*; 
(3) vw))E = @&9 
Proof. If U is an open subset of T, then by Corollary 2.7 and 
Proposition 2.10, fu = (fE)u. + (fEj)u . It follows that 
where G% is the directed set of open subsets of T that contain S under 
our usual partial ordering. Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 2.9, we have 
8 ..,.,*(S)(y) = & (x -f * x*)&4 = &fU(x*r4 
= qs)(x*yx) = x * O,(S) * x*(y). 
Hence (1) and (2) hold. 
To prove (3) it will suffice to show that 6),,(S) E J(E)1 and 
@&9 E (C(T), I%)*, 
PASNE + Pmh~ 
since (1) holds and the decomposition ef(S) = 
is unique. By Proposition 2.10, (f& = (fir)E . 
This, together with the fact that j(E)1 is weak* closed, implies that 
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8,,(S) E I(E By Corollary 2.4, fp = a *g * a* for some a E J(E) 
and g E (C(T), rBE)*. It follows from (2) that @t,,(S) = O,.,.,,(S) = 
a * eQ(S) * a*. Hence, 6!&,(S) E (C(T), BE)* and our proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let f be a bounded positive linear functional on 
C(T) and let S be a subset of T. Then there exists an increasing sequence 
{E,} of compact subsets of S such that {fE) converges uniformly to A,(S). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.1, f = x *g * x*, where x E C(T), 
11 x 11 < 1, and g is a bounded positive linear functional on C(T). 
Choose an increasing sequence {F,) of closed subsets of T with F, C 5 
so that fp,(x*x) + 0,(8)(x*x) and AJS)(x*x) - gFR(x*x) < 1/2n for 
each positive integer n. Let K, = (t E T : 11 x(t)11 > 1/4n 11 g II} and 
then set E, = F, n K, , which is clearly compact. For each positive 
integer n there exists, by virtue of Corollary 2.4, a yn E J(K,J and a 
h,WThPKm)* suchthat& 2 OonC(T), IMI <LIIh,II GWII, 
and (g&f = in - h, * in *. By virtue of Proposition 2.10, Lemma 2.9, 
and Corollary 2.7, 
fE,, = (fF,)K,, = tx ‘g, * ‘*IX, = x . gF, ’ %* - x ’ (gF,)K/ ’ %* 
= x ‘gF,, - x* - (xr3 - hn - (~,a)*; 
and by Lemma 3.2 and (3.2), At(S) = x . A, * x*(S). Hence 
iifEn - d,(s)ll < 11 x ’ gF, ’ LX* - x ’ &ls) ’ x* 11 + k&s) ’ ha * &&I)* 11. 
Since x * A,(S) * x* - x . gFn . X* > 0, 
II x * g, - x* - x * d,(S) * x* 11 
= 1*(x * d,(S) * x* - x . gF; x*)(eJ 
= A,(S)(x*x) -gF,(x*x) < 1/2n, 
where {en> is an approximate identity for C(T) consisting of positive 
elements. Now note that 
When t E K, , II x(t) y,(t)11 = 0 and when t E K,‘, II x(t) yJt)ll < 
1/4n Ilg II; so Il(x~~ * h, . (xy,J* 11 < 1/2n. Combining this with the 
above, it follows that II fEa - A,(S)ll < l/n. Hence fE, -+ AAS) 
uniformly and our proof is complete. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For each E > 0 there exists an open set U I S such 
that II ett< v) - @,(S)I] < E for aZZ open sets V with S C V C U. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f be a bounded positive linear functional on 
C(T) and let R and S be subsets of T. Then the foElowing statements 
are true: 
(1) @,t(S) 2 49 
(2) if S C R, then 8,(R) > 8,(S) and At(R) > d,(S); 
(3) W) + @,(s) 2 @,(R u 4; 
(4) ;f R n S = 4, then d,(R u S) > d,(R) + d,(S); 
(5) if 8,(S) = d,(S), then @JS’) = d,(S’). 
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear. Now let U, and U, be open subsets 
of T such that R C U, and S C U, . It follows from Corollary 2.7, 
Corollary 2.8, and Proposition 2.10 that 
Hence O,(R) + O,(S) > O,(R u S) and (3) is true. Now assume 
R n S = 4. By virtue of Proposition 3.3, we can choose, for each 
E > 0, compact sets E, F with E C R and F C S such that At(R)(x) < 
fE(x) + c/2 and d,(S) < fp(x) + e/2 for each positive x in C(T), 
II x II < 1; so by Corollary 2.12 and (3.3), d,(R)(x) + d,(S)(x) < 
fE(x) + fF(x) + E = f&x) + E < d,(R u S)(x) + E. Since E was 
chosen arbitrarily, we have At(R) + At(S) < d,(R u S), and (4) 
holds. To see that (5) holds, observe that 
@,(s’) = f - d,(S) = f - S,(S) = f - (f - d,(S)) = fl,(s’). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If U is an open subset of T, then efr< U) = d,(U) 
for each bounded positive linear functional f on C(T). 
Proof. From the definition of @r(U), we know that I!?)~( U) = fo for 
each f > 0. Therefore we must show that d,(U) = fv . Let E > 0. 
Since fu E (C(T), lk>*, we have by Corollary 2.4 that there exists a 
gEC(T)*andanxEJ(U’) such that II x II < 1, II g II < 2 llfu II, g > 0 
on C(T), and fu =x-g-x *. Let F = {t E T : 11 x(t)11 > l /4 II fll II>. 
Since F is closed and F _C U, we have by Corollary 2.7, Corollary 2.12, 
and Lemma 2.9 that fu = (fU)r + (fU)F, = fF + x -g,’ . x*. Again, 
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by Corollary 2.4, there exists an h E C(T)* and a y E J(F) such that 
IIy 11 < 1, Ilhll < 2/1gF’Ijy h > oonc(T), andg,’ =y .h ‘y”. Since 
F C U, it follows thatf, - d,(U) < 0. Therefore, 0 < fu - A,(U) = 
fF - d,(u) + (xy) * h * (xy)* < (xy) * h * (xy)*. This means 
llf” - 4% < II ’ h - (w)* II 
since, by virtue of Corollary 2.8, 11 gF’ 11 < 11 g 11. Moreover, II xy II2 = 
SUPOI x0> rP)ll” : t @‘I, sincey(t) = 0 for t E F. But Ij x(t)JJ < c/4 1) fu 1) 
for t E F’. Hence 1) fu - d,(U)jl < .E. Since E was chosen arbitrarily, 
we have fu = d,(U) and our proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f be a bounded positive linear functional on C(T) 
and let {E,} be a sequence of subsets of T. Then O,(lJ E,J(x*x) < 
C Bt(En)(x*x) for each x in C(T). 
Proof. Let E > 0 and x E C(T). By virtue of Corollary 3.4 there 
exists a sequence {V,} of open subsets of T such that E, C V, and 
O,(Vn)(x*x) < O,(E,)(x*x) + ~/2~+l. By Proposition 3.3 there is a 
compact set K C (J V, such that d,((J V,)(x*x) < dJK)(x*x) + c/2. 
Since (V,} is an open cover of K, there exists a finite subcover 
Vl 9 v2 ,***> V, . Therefore by Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 we 
have 
Since E was chosen arbitrarily, St((J E,)(x*x) < CT=1 O,(E,)(x*x) 
and the proof is complete. 
Let E be a Bore1 subset of T and let M,(E, C(T)*) denote the 
space of all C(T)* -valued regular Bore1 measures p on E such that 
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F(F) E J(F)I for each compact set F c E. It is clear that M,(E, C(T)*) 
is a Banach space under the usual algebraic operations of measures and 
the variation norm. If t.~ E M1( T, C(T)*), then we define the measure 
pE in M,(E, C(T)*) to be th e usual restriction measure. Moreover, if 
it E M,(E, C(T)*), th en the measure Y in M1( T, C(T)*) defined by 
v(F) = p(F n E), is an extension of TV, that is, vE = p. It follows that 
M,(E, C(T)*) can be viewed as a closed subspace of ML( T, C(T)*). 
Now let ~9 denote the family of all subsets S of T with the 
property that O,(S) = d,(S) f or each positive linear functional f 
in C(T)*. 
THEOREM 3.8. The family of sets d is a a-algebra that contains 
the Bore1 sets. Consequently, A, E MJ T, C(T)*) for each positive linear 
fncnctional f in C(T)*. 
Proof. For the moment suppose A?’ is an algebra of sets. To 
prove that ~2 is a a-algebra, it will suffice to show that the union 
of a sequence {S,) of p airwise disjoint sets in & belong to &. Let 
f be a positive linear functional in C(T)* and let x E C(T). From 
Proposition 3.5 it follows that 
for each positive integer m; therefore, by Proposition 3.5 and 
Lemma 3.7, 
or, equivalently, 
= @f (u G) (4. (3.4) 
Hence !J S, E JZ+‘, that is, .RZ is a o-algebra. Since & contains the 
open sets by virtue of Proposition 3.6, & is a a-algebra that contains 
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the Bore1 sets. Moreover, from (3.4) it follows that 
C II 4&)ll 2 Iif\” C4&)(eJ = lip 4 (U &) (4 
= 11 dj (U s”) 11 2 liy i 4CM4 = i II 4&I 
?k=p 7Z=p 
for positive integers p and 4, p < Q, where (eA} is an approximate 
identity for C(T) consisting of positive elements. This means that 
the sequence of partial sums (Czr A,(&)} converges uniformly to 
d,(u &); therefore A, is countably additive on &‘. This fact, together 
with Proposition 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and the definition of A, , shows 
that A, E ML(T, C(T)*). Th ere ore, f to complete the proof we need 
to show that ~2 is an algebra of sets. 
Let R, S E ~2. Since R’, S’ E ~2 by virtue of Proposition 3.5, we 
can show that A?’ is an algebra by showing R n S E d. Let x E C(T), 
x > 0, and let E > 0. By Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 we can 
choose compact subsets E, F and open subsets U, V of T such that the 
following hold: 
ECRC U; FLSC V; 
G’,(R) - 4EM4 < c/4; V#) - 4#9)(4 < c/4; 
P,,(V’) - @,,Gw) -=l c/4; (@f”(U) - @,,(R))@) < E/4* 
Moreover, by Proposition 3.3 we can find an increasing sequence 
{K,} of compact subsets of R such that (fY)K, + L&(R) and 
fK + d!(R) uniformly; so by combining this with the above and 
udlizing Corollary 2.8, Proposition 2.10, and Proposition 3.5, we get 
r/4 > lim(f& - 4(-W4 2 Wf& - fd ~(4 
= lim((fv)Kn - cfdJ(4 = @b”(R) - 4,mw 
By Proposition 2.10, Proposition 3.5, Proposition 3.6, and the fact 
R, S E a?, we get 
4(R n SK4 = PAR n S> - 4E n F)lW + &#‘I - 4,(Sll(4 
+ P&(S) - @#71(4 + C@f,(V - 4”WlW 
+ V,(R) - %,Wl@) + @&w 
> 0 - e/4 + P,,C~ - @tEvM4 + V,(E) - 4,w164 
+ F%,,(R) - Q,Jull(4 + @Au n W4 
> 0 - c/4 - e/4 - c/4 - c/4 + S,(R n S)(x) 
> @AR n S)(x) - E. 
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Since x and E were chosen arbitrarily and since we already know that 
@,(R n S) 2 d,(R n S), we have @,(R n S) = d,(R n S). Hence 
R n S E & and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let IL E MJT, C(T)*). If E is a closed subset of T, 
then p(F) E (C(T), pE)* for each Borel set F C E’. 
Proof. Let F be a Bore1 set contained in E’ and let K be a com- 
pact subset of F. Since p(K) E J(K)l, we have p(K) = (F(K))~ = 
(I-@)),~, + (I@))~~~# = (P(K))L by virtue of Corollary 2.7, 
Proposition 2.10 and Corollary 2.12. It follows by Corollary 2.3 and 
regularity that p(F) belongs to (C(T), BE)*. 
THEOREM 3.10. If E is any closed subset of T, then the map or -+ IA 
is an isometric isomorphism of IM,(E’, C(T)*) onto (C(T), flE)*, where 
(C(T), pE)* is identified as a closed subspace of C( T)* under the natural 
mapping. 
Proof. The fact p(E’) E (C(T), SE)* follows from Lemma 3.9 and 
the fact that (C(T), BE)* can be identified as a closed subspace of 
C(T)* under the natural mapping follows from Corollary 2.3. The 
map is clearly linear; so the first thing we will show is that the map 
is onto. Suppose f E (C(T), BE)*. By Corollary 2.6, f has a unique 
decomposition f = (g, - gJ + i(h, - h,), where g, , g, , h, , h, are 
positive linear functionals in (C(T), /3r)* such that 1) g, - g, 11 = 
Ilg, II + Ilg, II and II h, - 4 II = II h, II + II h, II. Let P be the set 
function defined by 
for each Bore1 set S c E’. By Theorem 3.8, t.~ E M,(E’, C(T)*) and 
since 
I-@‘) = tgl)E, - tg& + W%~ - (&) = g, - g, + i(h, - h,) =f, 
we have that the map TV + p(E’) is onto. 
Now let TV E M,(E’, C(T)*). T o complete the proof, we must show 
var(p)(E’) = (I t.~(E’)ll. It follows from the definition of var(p)(E’) that 
var(t+E’) > II 4E’)ll; so we must show that var(p)(E’) < I( till. 
Let E > 0. By the regularity of TV and the way var(p)(E’) is defined, 
there exists a finite sequence {F,}L, of pairwise disjoint compact sets 
F6 C E’ such that var(r)(E’) < Cy-r 11 p(Fi)ll + e/2. Moreover, there 
exist elements x1, x2 ,..., X, in C(T), 11 x, II < 1, such that var(r)(E’) < 
Czr P(F,)(xJ + c. Now choose open subsets V, , V, ,..., V, of E’ so 
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that Fi C V, , V, n V’ = I$, i # j, and 11 t~(T/li) - p(Fz)lj < E/n. By 
Urysohn’s lemma, there exist real-valued continuous functions 
~r,c~,...,~r,suchthatl 2~~ >O,LY{(~) = lfortEFi,andg(t) =0 
for t 6 V, . Next set yi = oldxi . Note that yiyj = 0, i # j, and 
y$ E C(T) by virtue of [6, 10.1.9, p. 1881. Hence the element 
;rh:vFl, yi is an element of the unit ball of C( T). Since yi - X, E J(F,), 
Since E’ = F u (V\F) u (v’) andy 1 V’ = 0, whereF = uFi and 
V = u Vi , we have 
k@w) = f@‘)(Y) - P(V \V(Y) - PV>W 
= l4E’)W - i (Wili) - Irt~iMY); 
i=l 
so 
Since E was chosen arbitrarily, var(p)(E’) < I] r(E’)[I and the proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.11. The map or. + y(T) is an isometric isomorphism 
of M,( T, C(T)*) onto C(T)*. 
Proof. By letting E be the empty set we see that the assertion 
follows from Corollary 2.3, Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 3.10. 
COROLLARY 3.12. If E is any closed subset of T, then the map 
or + p(E) is an isometric isomorphism of M,(E, C(T)*) onto J(E)l. 
Proof. The fact p(E) E J(E)-L follows from the regularity of IA. The 
map is a linear isometry, because of Corollary 3.11. Now let f E J(E)J-. 
There exists a measure TV in ML( T, C(T)*) such that IL(T) = f by 
virtue of Corollary 3.11. But IL.(T) = IL(E) + IA E J(E)1 implies, 
by the uniqueness of the decomposition, that p(E’) = 0 and, therefore, 
p(E) = f, Hence the map is onto and the proof is complete. 
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Now suppose T is paracompact. Then by virtue of [6,10.1.9,10.1.12, 
pp. 188, 1901, C(E) = {X 1 E : x E C(T)} is a maximal full algebra of 
operator fields in its own right. Since C(E) is isometrically isomorphic 
to v)IJw and ww(E)) * is isometrically isomorphic to J(E)*, it 
follows that C(E)* is isometrically isomorphic to J(E)J-. Hence by 
Corollary 3.12 we can view M,(E, C(T)*) as MJE, C(E)*); in other 
words, p(E) can be viewed as an element in C(T)* or in C(E)*. 
4. PEAK SETS AND INTERPOLATION 
Throughout this section, C(T) will denote a maximal full algebra 
of operator fields on some fixed compact Hausdorff space T, with 
components C, , that satisfies the following: Each component C, has 
an identity I, ; the identity function t --P I, which we denote by I 
belongs to C(T). Also, throughout this section, A will denote a 
closed subalgebra of C(T) that contains the identity I, but in general 
will not be self-adjoint. The algebra A is said to separate points 
of T if for points t, , t, in T and elements (I , ez in C, , C’,* , respec- 
tively (tl = t2 if t, = tz), there exists an element x $ A such that 
x(tl) = f1 and x( tz) = & . 
For each closed subset E of T, let k(E) and J(E) denote the 
closed two-sided ideals of A and C(T), respectively, which are defined 
by k(E)={x~A:x/E=0) and J(E)={xEC(T):XIE =O>. 
Unless otherwise noted, the notation concerning a maximal full 
algebra of operator fields will be the same as in Section 3. 
The following Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.2, and Corollary 4.3 are 
due to Glicksberg [lo, pp. 420, 421, 425, 4291 in the function algebra 
setting. The proofs of these results for the general case are, by virtue 
of our characterization of C(T)*, similar to Glicksberg’s. However, 
for completeness we shall include them. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E be a closed subset of T. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) AjE={xlE: x G A) is a closed subspace of C(E). 
(2) h(E)I = Al + J(E)l. 
(3) There exists a positive number c >, 1 such that the inequality 
II CL(E) - (A I E)l II < c II P(E) - AJ- II for each P in n/r,( T, C(T)*). 
Proof. Suppose (1) holds. Then clearly A/J(E) is a closed subspace 
of C( T)/J(E). Now observe that the mapping T : x + k(E) + x + j(E) 
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is a one-to-one continuous linear map from A/K(E) onto A/J(E); thus, 
by the open mapping theorem, the following inequality holds: 
II x + W)II = II T”(X + J(Wl < II 7-l II II x + J(E>II. (4.1) 
Now suppose r(T) E k(E)l. Then define the mappingf on A + J(E) 
bY 
where x E A and y E J(E). It is clear that f is a well-defined linear 
functional on A + J(E). W e will now show that f is bounded. For 
each x in R(E) the inequality 
If(x +r)l = I Pc(W + 41 G II PL(~)llII x + ZII 
holds for each x in A and y in J(E) or, equivalently, 
Iftx + r)l < II 4r)ll II x + V)II. 
Combining this with (4.1), we have 
If@ + r)l G II 7-l II II 4T)II II x + JWII < II 7-l II II rcqll II x + Y II, 
that is, f is bounded. 
The linear functional f has (by the Hahn-Banach theorem) a norm 
preserving extension f' to C(T), w h ere by Corollary 3.11, there exists 
a v in IM,(T, C(T)*) such that v(T) = f ‘. Since v(T) E J(E)I and 
p(T) - v(T) is in A*, we have that y(T) = p(T) - v(T) + v(T) 
belongs to Al + J(E)I. Hence K(E)* _C Al + J(E)I. Since it is clear 
that Al + J(E)A C K(E)*, it follows that (2) holds. 
Now assume that (2) holds and T is the bounded linear transforma- 
tion of A into (A 1 E)- defined by T(X) = x 1 E. We can identify the 
dual spaces of A and (A I E)- with the quotient spaces C(T)*/A-L 
and C(E)*/(A I E)J-, respectively. By virtue of Corollary 3.12 and the 
comments following it, the adjoint of T, denoted by r*, is the bounded 
linear transformation of C(E)*/(A 1 E)l into C(T)*/Al defined by 
id E iML( T, C(T)*). It is clear that T* is a one-to-one map and by virtue 
of (2) and Corollary 3.12, the range of T* is k(E)l/Al which is a closed 
subspace of C(T)*/A-L. H ence by the open mapping theorem there 
exists a c > 0 such that 11 p(E) - (A 1 E)lII < c 11 r*(E) - A* 11 
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for each or. in MJT, C(T)*). Since 11 T* )I = ]I T 11, it follovvs that 
j&(E) - A* 11 < ]I r(E) - (A I E)l ]I and so c > 1. Hence (2) implies 
If (3) holds, then T* has closed range and, therefore, by [7, p. 4881, 
T has closed range. Hence (1) holds and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let E be a closed subset of T. If r*(E) E Al whenewer 
p(T) E Al, then A I E is a closed subspace of C(E). 
Proof. Let v, p E MJ T, C(T)*) with p(T) E Al. Since 
II v(E) - P(T)ll = II@ - P)(E) + r(qII = II v(E) - lwl + II PWII 
2 II v(-q - IWII 2 II vv-0 - (A I w IL 
we have (I v(E) - Al 1) > II v(E) - (A 1 E)l II. Therefore, by Lemma 
4.1, A 1 E is a closed subspace of C(E). 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let E be a closed subset of T. Then A I E = C(E) 
if and only if, for some c > 1, 1) r(E)11 < c II p(E’)ll for all p(T) in Al. 
Proof. Assume that A I E = C(E), and let p(T) E Al. Since A I E 
is closed in C(E), there is, by virtue of Lemma 4.1, a c > 1 (that 
is independent of the choice of p(T)) such that 
II I@) - (a I w II < 41 P(E) - AL II < 4 I@) - lmll = CII l4JvI. 
But (A I E)* = 0. Hence II p(E)11 < c 1) p(E’)jl. 
Now suppose that for some c > 1, II p(E)11 < c II p(E’)lj for all F(T) 
in A-L. It follows that (A I E)* = 0, since p(E) E (A I E)l implies 
pE( T) E A*. Let v, lo E M1( T, C(T)*) with t.~( T) E Al. Then 
II v(E) - PV)ll = II VW - ml1 + II i@‘)ll 
2 W4ll VW - iwl + II fw>ll 
2 wc)ll Wll - W)lI iml + II PWII 
b W)ll W)ll - W44ll l@‘)II + II PWII 
= Wll v(Jm 
Hence ]I v(E) - (A I E)I II = 1) v(E)11 < c II v(E) + Al (I. Therefore by 
Lemma 4.1 A I E is closed. Since (A 1 E)l = 0, it follows that 
A I E = C(E) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let E be a closed subset of T, let 01 be a positive real- 
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valued function on T that is equal to 1 on E, and let U be an open 
neighborhood of E. Suppose there is an approximate identity for J(E) 
contained in A. Then there exists a closed G6 subset F of T, with 
ECFD7n{t~T:ol(t) = l}, and an element e in A such that 
e(t) = I, for each t E F and 11 e( t)ll < a(t) for t $ F. 
Proof. Let 6 be the positive continuous function on T defined 
by S(t) = max{l, l/a(t)} and note that 1 /S(t) < a(t). It is clear 
that log S is a nonnegative continuous function on T that vanishes 
on E. Now choose a positive number v less than l/4 and then set 
K, = {t E T : log S(t) > c(1 - v)“-l/4} for each positive integer n. 
Here c is the constant given by c = sup{log S(t) : t E T}. Let {e,} 
be an approximate identity for J(E) contained in A. By virtue of 
[6, 10.1.9, p. 1881, it is easy to see that eA(t) + I, uniformly on com- 
pact subsets of E’. Hence there is an eA1 in h(E), // eAl // < 1, such that 
11 I, - e,Jt)ll < (1 - v)/S for t E U’ u KI . Now we will define 
inductively a decreasing sequence of open neighborhoods {U,} of E 
and a sequence {e,‘} of elements of h(E), as follows. Let U, = U n, K,’ 
and e,’ = eAl . Having defined U, , U, ,..., U,-, and ei’, ea’,..., e,-, , 
set 
U, = V, n K,’ n (icl{t E T : 1) e,‘(t)11 < (1 - VP/~}), (4.2) 
where V, = {t E T : I 1 -- a(t)1 < 1 In}, and then choose e,,, in k(E) 
so that 
II& - e,&)lI < (1 - W% t E U,‘. (4.3) 
Now set e,’ = e,,n . Since our sequence {e,‘} was picked from elements 
of our approximate identity, it follows that II e,’ II < 1 for each 
positive integer n. 
Let F = n U, and let 
e = exp [-2c g1 v(1 - v)k-l ei]. 
SinceF = 0 U, = (n V,) n (n K,‘) n {t E T : e,‘(t) = 0, h = 1,2 ,... >, 
we see that F is a closed G, subset of T such that 
ECFCU~{~ET:+)== l}, 
and moreover, e(t) = It for t E F. Therefore, to complete the proof, 
we need to show that 11 e(t)11 < al(t) for t E F’. 
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First, let t E U,‘. Since I, commutes with each e,‘(t), we have by 
(4.3) and the definition of the constant c that 
II 4t)ll = 11 exp [2c il 41 - F(& - ekW)] * exd-WI /I 
< exp [2c k$I ~(1 - ~)~--l(/ It - ek’(t)ll] * exp[-2c] 
< exp [2c gI V( 1 - v)*-l(1 - ~)/8] * exp[-2c] 
< exp[2c( 1 - v)/S] * exp[ -2c] 
< exp[-2c + c/4] < exp[-log s(t)] 
< l/V) < @)* 
Now assume t E U, \ F. Since U, S_ U, > *a* 3_ U, 2 **e, there exists 
a positive integer n such that t E U, \ U,,, . Again, since I, commutes 
with each ek’(t), we have by (4.2) and (4.3) that 
I/ e(t)/1 = 11 exp [ -2c gl~(l - v)k-lerc’(t) - 2cv(l - v)+lek(t) 
+ 2.5 ,i+, V( 1 - v)“-‘(I$ - eb’(t))] * exp[ -2c( 1 - v)“IJ 1; 
6 exp[2c( 1 - ~)“/8] + exp[2cv( 1 - v)“-‘1 
. exp[2c(l - v)“+l/8] * exp[-2c(l - v)“] 
< exp[-c(1 - v)n-l/2] < exp[-log S(t)] = l/s(t) 
Hence )I e(t)11 < a(t) for t 6 F and our proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A set E C T is said to be a peak set with respect 
to A if and only if there exists an x E A such that x(t) = I, , for 
t E E, and 11 x(t)]/ < 1, f or t $ E (note that a peak set is necessarily 
closed). 
The next theorem will extend some results due to Glicksberg 
[lo, Theorem 4.8, p. 4291, G amelin [9, p. 2841, and Wells [23, 
Theorem 1, p. 7041. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let E be a closed subset of T. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) p(E) E Al, for all p E M1( T, C(T)*) with p(T) E A-L. 
(2) I is in the flE closure of V = {x E K(E) : 11 x I/ < l}. 
(3) There exists an approximate identity for J(E) contained in A. 
(4) E is an intersection of peak sets. 
Proof. Assume (1) holds and that I is not in the BE closure of V. 
Then by a variant of the Hahn-Banach theorem and Theorem 3.10, 
there exists a v in M1(T, C(T)*) such that v(E’)(I) > 1 and 
I +‘)@)I G 1 f or each x E V. Define the linear functional f on h(E) by 
f(x) = v(E’)(x). S ince /f (x)1 < 1 for each XE V, II f 11 < 1, f has 
a norm preserving extension f’ to J(E). Thus by Corollary 2.5, 
Corollary 2.3, and Theorem 3.10, there exists a h in M1( T, C(T)*) 
such that A(E’) = f’ on J(E), II h(E’)ll < 1. Therefore r(E’) = 
v(E’) - h(E’) is orthogonal to K(E). Since by Corollary 4.2, A I E is 
closed in C(E), we have by virtue of Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 3.12 
that p(E’) = u(T) + 6(E), w  h ere s E M,(E, C(T)*) and u(T) E A-L. 
Since p(E’) = a(E’) + (a(E) + 6(E)) and a(E’) = u(T) - o(E) E Al, 
it follows by Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 2.3 that p(E’) = cr(E’) is 
orthogonal to A. But this means that 
0 = / p(E’)(I)I = 1 v(E)(I) - A(E’)Q)I > I v(E’)(I)I - 1 h(E’)(I)I > 1 - 1 =o 
which is a contradiction. Hence (1) implies (2). 
It is clear that (2) implies (3), and (3) implies (4) follows from 
Lemma 4.4. Now assume (4) holds and TV E M1(T, C(T)*) with 
r(T) E Al. We need to show that p(E) E Al. Let x E A and E > 0. By 
regularity, we pick an open set U I E so that II t.~( U \ E)ll < c/2 (1 x 11. 
Thus 
I l4m4 = I 4 W) - P(U \ m4 
< I l4w(4 + II lw\ @II II *II 
G I P(v)Ml + 42. 
Since E is an intersection of peak sets, there exists a peak set F such 
that E C F C U. It follows from (4.4) that 
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Since E is arbitrary, 1 p(E)(x)) < 1 p(F)(x)\. Therefore, to complete 
the proof, we will show that 1 @‘)(x)I = 0. Due to the fact that F 
is a peak set, there’ is a y in A such that y(t) = I, for t E F and 
]I y(t)]] < 1 for t $F. Since p(T) E Al and r(F) E J(E)l, it follows that 
r(F)(x) = p(F)(ynx) = W( T)(y”x) - p(F’)(y”x) = -p(F’)(y%x). Since 
y”x + 0 in the flF topology, it follows by Theorem 3.10 that 
p(F’)(y”x) -+ 0. Hence p(F)(x) = 0 and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let {E,) be a sequence of subsets of T and let 
E = u E, . If E is closed and each E, is an intersection of peak sets, 
then E is an intersection of peak sets. 
Proof. LetF, = u” k=l Ek and let P E MJ T, C(T)*) with P(T) E Al. 
Since P(E) = P(U (F, \ F,-,)) = C~=I (I-@‘,) - I@‘,-~)), it follows 
from Theorem 4.6 that the proof reduces to showing r(F,) = 
p(F,-, u E,) E A-L for each positive integer n. Assume p(F,-,) E Al. 
Since I.@‘,) = IQ’,-, U En) = ir(F,-J + I-(&) - FFa,(En), it follows 
from Theorem 4.6 that &(F,) E A-L. 
The next theorem extends a result of Bishop [2, Theorem 1, p. 1401 
and Gamelin [9, Theorem 3, p. 2821. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let E be a closed G,, subset of T and suppose 
p(E) E Al for all p in M*( T, C(T)*) with p(T) in A-L. Let y E A 
with y ( E # 0 and let s(t) b e a positive continuous function on T 
such that s(t) > II y(t)11 on E. Then there exists an x E A such that 
x 1 E = y I E and 1) x(t)\/ < s(t) for t $ E. 
Proof. Let u(t) be a positive continuous function on T such that 
u(t) = 1 for t E E and u(t) < 1 for t 6 E. Set a(t) = min{S(t)/]ly(t)]l, a(t)). 
It is clear that a is continuous, a(t) = 1 for t E E, and a(t) < 1 for 
t 4 E; so by Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 there is a z in A such 
that z(t) = I,, t E E, and I] x(t)11 < a(t), t $ E. Set x = yx. It is clear 
that x I E = y I E. Now let t E E’. Then 
II WI G II YWll II Wll -=c 4>lI r(t)ll < (w)/lly(ol) * II y@)ll = w. 
Hence our proof is complete. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose A separates points of T and that for every 
closed subset E of T, A I E is closed in C(E). Then for closed disjoint 
subsets E and F of T there is an e in A such that e(t) = I, for t E E 
and e(t) = 0 for t E F. 
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Proof. Let t, , t, be points in T. Since A separates points of T, 
there is a Y in A such that y(tl) = I, , and y( t.J = 0. By the definition 
of C(T) the functions t + 11 I, - y(t)\1 and t + [I y(t)\\ are continuous 
real-valued functions. Hence there are disjoint compact neighbor- 
hoods Vi, V, of t,, t,, respectively, that satisfy the conditions: 
I/ I, - y(t)11 < l/4, t E Vi ; 11 y(t)/1 < l/4, t E V2 . Since Vi and V, are 
disjoint, we can view, by virtue of [6, 10.1.9, 10.1.12, pp. 188, 1901, 
C(V, u V,) as the direct sum C( Vi) @ C( V,). It follows that the 
spectrum 
SPCW,” VJY 
Since A I Y 
SPA IV,UV, (Y 
c {A : / 1 - h 1 < l/4} u {A : 1 A / < l/4}. 
u V2 is closed in C( V, u I’,), the boundary of 
I’, u Vs) is contained in the boundary of 
sPcw,uv*)(Y I VI u V2h 
(see [18, 1.6.1 2, p. 331). Therefore, it follows that 
Now set 
e = (1/27-i) 
s 
((61 - y) I V, u V,)-l d5, 
r 
where r = {A : I h j = l/2}. S. mce A 1 VI u V, is closed in C( Vi u V,), 
we have that e E A j VI u V, . Furthermore, by the definition of the 
integral we have 
for each t E V, u V, . If t E V, , then Spct (y(t)) lies outside the 
region enclosed by I’. This means that (f1, - y(t))-’ is analytic in 
the entire region enclosed by r. Hence, by Cauchy’s theorem, 
e(t) = 0. If t E Vz , then Spct (y(t)) is contained in the region enclosed 
by I’. Hence, by [14, Theorem 5.5.1, p. 1741, e(t) = I, . 
Now let E and F be closed disjoint subsets of T and let t, E E. 
Since we have just shown that for each pair of distinct points t, , t, 
in T there is an element e’ in A such that e’(t) = I, in a neighborhood 
of t, and e’(t) = 0 in a neighborhood of t, , we can show by a com- 
pactness argument that there is a neighborhood V,,, of t, and an 
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element e’ in A such that e’(t) = I, , t E VtO , and e’(t) = 0, t E F. 
Again, by a compactness argument, we can find a finite collection of 
open sets Vi , V, ,..., V, that covers E and elements e, , e2 ,..., e, 
in A such that ei(t) = I, , t E V, , and e;(t) = 0, t E F. Now set 
e1’ = e, + e2 - e1e2 . Clearly, er’(t) = I, for each t E I’, u Va and 
er’(t) = 0 for each t E F. Next, set e2’ = e,’ + ea - ei’ea . It is clear 
that es’(t) = I, , t E I’, u I’, u V, , and e,‘(t) = 0, t E F. Continuing 
on in this fashion, we obtain an element e in A such that e(t) = I, , 
t E E, and e(t) = 0, t E F. Hence our proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Let E be a closed subset of T. An idempotent 
e + h(E) of the quotient algebra A/h(E) is said to be real if e(t) is 
hermitian for each t in E. 
DEFINITION 4.11. The algebra A is said to be bounded on a 
subset V of T if there is a constant A, for which, whenever F is 
closed and F C V, any real idempotent in A/h(F) has norm less 
than A, . The algebra A is said to be bounded at t E T if A is bounded 
on V, for some neighborhood V of t. 
The following Corollary 4.12, Corollary 4.13, and Corollary 4.14 
are due to Katznelson [16], and are repeated here for the convenience 
of the reader. 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let V, and V, be open subsets of T, and A 
be bounded on each Vi . Then A is bounded on every compact subset F 
of v, u v, . 
Proof. Since F \ V, is a closed subset of VI, we can find an 
open neighborhood IV, 1 F \ V, , IV- C V, ; and since F \ WI C V, 
there is an open IV, 1 F \ W, , IV,- C V, . The sets F \ W, and 
F \ IV, are closed disjoint subsets of T, so by Lemma 4.9 there is 
anxinAforwhichx(t)=O,tEF\W,,andx(t) =It,tEF\W2. 
Now let E be a closed subset of F and let e + k(E) be a real 
idempotent of A/h(E). Th en e + k(E n IV-) is a real idempotent 
of A/k(E n IV,-), since k(E) 2 h(E n IV,-), and so by the definition 
of the quotient norm we can choose ei in e + k(E n IV,-) with 
11 ei 11 < Avi , E n Wi- being a closed subset of Vi , i = 1, 2. But 
e=e,x+e,(l-~)onE,sinceECFCW,~W,.Thus 
II e + W)lI < II elx + e2V- 411 < II x II d vz + II 1 - x II d v, , 
so the right side of the inequality may be taken as A, . 
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As an obvious consequence of Corollary 4.12 and compactness we 
have 
COROLLARY 4.13. If E is a closed subset of T and A is bounded 
at each t in E, then there is an open neighborhood V 2 E on which A 
is bounded. 
COROLLARY 4.14. There are at most fkitely many t in T at which 
A is not bounded. 
Proof. If there were infinitely many we could find a sequence 
{tn} of them with pairwise disjoint open neighborhoods (V,} for which 
A is not bounded on V, . So each neighborhood V, would contain 
a closed E, for which there is a real idempotent x, + k(E,J in A/h(E,J 
of norm greater than 71. Now let E = (U EN)-; since V, n E, = + for 
n # m, E = E, u (UmZn E,)-, E, n (UmZn E,)- = I$ and thus by 
Lemma 4.9 there is an e in A with e(t) = I, , t E E, , e(t) = 0, 
t E E \ E, . Consequently, ex, + h(E) is a real idempotent in A/h(E); 
but 
n < II x, + W,)II = II ex, + WL)II < II ex, + WI (45) 
(since h(E) C h(E,)), so the real idempotents in A/h(E) are not 
bounded in norm. Since A 1 E is closed in C(E), the mapping 
x + h(E) --f x 1 E is, by virtue of the open mapping theorem, a 
topological isomorphism of A/h(E) onto A 1 E. It follows that there 
is a constant c > 0 for which 
II x + WII G 4 x I E II, XEA. 
Combining this with (4.5), we get 
n < cl/ ex, 1 E II = c sup{II e(t)xa(t)ll : t E E} = c, 
which is a contradiction. Hence our proof is complete. 
The next theorem extends a result due to Glicksberg [ll, p. 1581. 
THEOREM 4.15. Suppose A separates points of T and that A I E 
is closed in C(E) for each closed E C T. Then A = C(T). 
Proof. Let {tl , t, ,..., tn} be the finite set of all elements in T for 
which A is not bounded (such a set exists by virtue of Corollary 4.14) 
and let E be any closed set in T disjoint from (tl , t2 ,..., t,>. By 
Corollary 4.13, A is bounded on a neighborhood of E; so there is a 
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constant AE for which, whenever F is closed, F C E, each idempotent 
in A/K(F) has norm less than A, . 
Now let or. E M,(E, C(E)*), )I p(E)11 < 1, and suppose p(E) is 
orthogonal to the closed subalgebra A ) E of C(E). Let 1 > E > 0. 
Then there exists an x in C(E), 11 x /I < 1, such that 
II 4E)ll < I P(J%4l + c/3. 
If t, E E, then there is a y in A I E such that y(t,) = X(&J, because 
A separates points of T; moreover, there is a compact neighborhood 
V10 C E of to such that 11 y(t) - x(t)11 < c/3 for each t E Vi0 . It 
follows, by a compactness argument, that there is a finite collection 
{K , v, ,***, V,) of compact neighborhoods that cover E and a finite 
collection {yr , yz ,..., ym} of elements in A ) E that satisfy 
II 40 - YiWll < c/3, tE vi. (4.6) 
Now set W, = V, and Wi = (($I: Vi’) n V, for i = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
Clearly, uTcL, W, = E and Wi n TV” = C# for i # j. For each W, we 
choose by regularity a compact subset Ei of Wi such that 
II Iv, \ ai < c/3n(l + 2n 4, 
and then let Fd be the compact subset of E defined by 
Fd = ( u E,) u {t E E : II x(t) - yi(t)ll 3 43). 
j#i 
It is clear that Fi n Ei = 4, so by Lemma 4.9 there is an element 
e, in A such that ei(t) = I, for t E Ei and e,(t) = 0 for t E F4 . 
Since e, + k(E, u Fi) is a real idempotent for A/k(Ei u F,), we have 
II ea + Vi uFJII < A, ; so we may assume that )I e, 11 < A,. Let z, 
be the element in A I E defined by x,(t) = e,(t) yl(t), t E E. It follows 
from (4.6) that II zi 11 < 24, . Now let z = & z, . Then 
II IWII < I 14Wl + 43 S I 14% - 41 + 43 
< j ,gl F(-%)(x - 4 ) + 1 ,gl 14% \ Ed@ - d 1 + E/j 
< i var(v.)(Ei)ll(x - YJ I 4 II + i II P(wi \ EJII II x - z II + c/3 
i=l i=l 
< 43 + n[43n(l + 2n &)I[1 + 2n 41 + 43 
< Q. 
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Since E was chosen arbitrarily, we have r(E) = 0. Hence A 1 E = C(E). 
Now let p E M1( T, C(T)*) and suppose p(T) is orthogonal to A. 
Then II is carried by {ti , t, ,..., t,}. For if not, then, by regularity, 
var(r)(E) > 0 f or some compact set E disjoint from {ti , t, ,..., tn>. 
If V is an open neighborhood of {ti , t, ,..“, tn> with V- n E = 4, then 
by Lemma 4.9 there is an element e in A such that e(t) = I, , for 
t E E, and e(t) = 0, for t E V-. Now let v be the measure defined by 
+9(x) = dF)(ex), 
where x E C(T) and F is a Bore1 subset of T. It is clear that 
v E Jf_i(T, C(T)*), v(T) is orthogonal to A, and v is carried by V’. 
Since A 1 v’ = C(V), we have var(v)( T) = 0; but 0 < var(p)(E) = 
II ~(E>ll = II v(E)11 < v=(v)(T), which is a contradiction. Therefore p 
is carried by {tl , t, ,..., tn}. 
Since A separates the points of T, CL can be carried by {tl , t, ,..., t,} 
only if p(T) = 0; that is, only if A = C(T), which completes the 
proof. 
An interesting corollary of this result is the following generalization 
of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. This version is known and may 
be found in [6, 11.5.3, p. 2341. 
COROLLARY 4.16. Let B be a closed self-adjoint subalgebra of C(T) 
that separates points of T and contains the identity. Then B = C(T). 
Proof. By virtue of [6, 10.4.6, p. 1971, each closed subset E of T is 
an intersection of peak sets; so by Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.2, 
B / E is closed in C(E). Thus, the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 4.16. 
We will now prove a noncommutative version of the classical 
Rudin-Carleson-Bishop theorem (see [5, Theorem 1, p. 448; 19, 
p. 804; and 2, Theorem 1, p. 1401). 
THEOREM 4.17. Suppose that A separates points of T. If E is a 
closed G, subset of T, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) For each y E C(E), y # 0, there is an x E A such that 
x / E = y, and /I x(t)11 < 1) x 11 for all t 4 E. 
(2) E is a peak set and, whenever F is a closed subset of E, A j F 
is closed in C(F). 
(3) If p E n/r,( T, C( T)*) with p(T) E Al, then u(F) E Al for 
each closed set F C E. 
(4) I f  u E ML(T, C(T)*) with u(T) E A-L, then u(E) = 0. 
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(5) Each closed F C E is an intersection of peak sets. 
(6) I is in the pF closure of V = {x E k(F) : 11 x /I < 11, F a closed 
subset of E. 
(7) For each closed subset F of E there exists an approximate 
identity for J(F) contained in A. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that an intersection of peak 
sets is a peak set if and only if it is Gs . Hence the equivalence (3), 
(5)-(7) follows directly from Theorem 4.6. 
It is clear that (1) implies (2). We will now show that (2) implies (4). 
Assume (2) holds and let p E ML( T, C(T)*) with p(T) E AJ-. Since 
E is a peak set, we have by Theorem 4.6 that r(E) E Al, or equiva- 
lently, p(E) E (A 1 E)l. But A 1 E = C(E) by Theorem 4.15. There- 
fore, p(E) = 0 and (4) holds. 
It is clear that (4) implies (3). Therefore, to complete the proof, 
we will show that (3) implies (1). Assume (3) holds. By Theorem 4.6 
and Corollary 4.2, A / F is closed in C(F) for each closed F C E. 
Hence, by Theorem 4.15, A ( E = C(E). The remaining assertion of 
(1) follows from Theorem 4.8, and the proof is complete. 
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